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The next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) naturally provides a 125 GeV
Higgs boson without the need for large loop corrections from multi-TeV stop quarks. Furthermore,
the NMSSM provides an electroweak scale dark matter candidate consistent with all experimental
data, like relic density and non-observation of direct dark matter signals with the present experimen-
tal sensitivity. However, more free parameters are introduced in the NMSSM, which are strongly
correlated. A simple parameter scan without knowing the correlation matrix is not efficient and
can miss significant regions of the parameter space. We introduce a new technique to sample the
NMSSM parameter space, which takes into account the correlations. For this we project the 7D
NMSSM parameter space onto the 3D Higgs boson mass parameter space. The reduced dimension-
ality allows for a non-random sampling and therefore a complete coverage of the allowed NMSSM
parameters. In addition, the parameter correlations and possible deviations of the signal strengths
of the observed 125 Higgs boson from the SM values are easily predicted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) distinguishes itself from the minimal supersym-
metric standard model (MSSM) by a Higgs singlet in addition to the two Higgs doublets of the MSSM. This has three
advantages:
i) The singlet solves the µ problem bagging the question why the dimension-full Higgs mixing parameter µ in the
Lagrangian, which could take any value up to the GUT scale, is required by radiative electroweak symmetry breaking
to be at the electroweak scale. In the NMSSM the µ parameter is related to the vev of the singlet, so it is naturally
of the order of the electroweak scale, see e.g. Refs. [1, 2];
ii) The Higgs boson mass at tree level has contributions from the mixing with the singlet, so it is not restricted
to be below the Z-mass at tree level, as is the case in the MSSM. Therefore, the NMSSM does not need the large
loop corrections from stop quarks to bridge the gap between the Z-mass and the observed Higgs boson with a mass of
125 GeV.[3, 4] Bridging this gap requires multi-TeV stop masses in the MSSM, see e.g. [5–8] and references therein.
However, in the NMSSM stop quark masses can be of the order of the TeV scale, see e.g. Ref. [9], so the quadratic
divergencies to the Higgs mass are effectively canceled by a not-too-large mass difference between top- and stop quark
masses, thus avoiding the fine-tuning problem [10–12];
iii) The dark matter candidate in the NMSSM is usually singlino-like with a mass at the electroweak scale, which
fulfills all experimental constraints, especially it has direct scattering cross sections with nuclei not yet excluded by
experiments, see e.g. Ref. [13] and references therein.
The introduction of an additional Higgs singlet in the NMSSM yields more parameters for the interactions between
the singlet and the Higgs doublets and the singlet self interaction. One usually performs random scans of the
parameters to investigate experimental signatures in the parameter region allowed by the experimental constraints
of the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson and its SM-like couplings and/or constraints from the dark matter sector.[14–
32] In random scans of highly correlated parameters it is difficult to reach all parameter combinations (”complete
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2coverage”), since the correlations require simultaneously specific values of several parameters. Such combinations can
be found efficiently in random scans only, if a correlation matrix is used to tell in which direction one has to step for
parameter n1, if parameters n2 to nx take specific values. Incomplete coverage can lead to wrong predictions, e.g. of
the allowed cross sections for spin-dependent and spin-independent direct dark matter searches [13]. To cope with the
large NMSSM parameter space of the Higgs sector, and especially the large correlations between these parameters,
we describe in this paper in detail a novel sampling technique to obtain the allowed range of the NMSSM parameters
for the constraints from the observed Higgs boson mass and its couplings. This method was previously used for the
analysis of the heavy Higgs boson [33], a light singlet-like Higgs boson [34] and dark matter constraints [13], but never
described in detail.
After a short summary of the Higgs sector in the NMSSM in Sect. II, we present the novel sampling technique
to sample the NMSSM parameter space efficiently in Sect. III. In Sect. IV some applications of the novel sampling
technique are presented, like determining the optimal values of the couplings and possible deviations of the signal
strenths of the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson from the expected SM-like signal strengths. SM-like signals are only
expected for cross sections without loops, since in the loops of gluon fusion and the Higgs boson decays into photons,
SUSY contributions from e.g. stop loops may contribute. So only the signal strengths from diagrams without loops
are required to be SM-like, while the possible deviations from diagrams including loops are studied as function of the
stop mass. We restrict the analysis to the well-motivated subspace of the SUSY parameters using the unification of
masses and couplings at the GUT scale and allowing for radiative electroweak symmetry breaking. Present limits on
the SUSY masses indicate they are rather heavy and for heavy SUSY masses the Higgs and the SUSY sector largely
decouple, except for the stop sector, which influences the 125 GeV Higgs mass and the signal strengths for loop-
induced processes. The restriction of the SUSY particle masses by GUT scale parameters does not really restrict the
validity of the analysis, since it does not matter if one parametrizes the stop mass with the common mass parameters
at the GUT scale or chooses the stop mass directly. However, the GUT scale definition of the parameters has the
advantage that the fixed point solutions of the trilinear couplings are taken into account, thus avoiding values not
allowed by solutions of the renormalization group equations (RGE), as will be discussed later.
II. THE HIGGS SECTOR IN THE SEMI-CONSTRAINED NMSSM
Within the NMSSM the Higgs fields consist of the usual two Higgs doublets (Hu, Hd) with an additional complex
Higgs singlet S. The latter singlet distinguishes the NMSSM from the MSSM. The neutral components of the two
Higgs doublets and singlet mix to form three physical CP-even scalar bosons and two physical CP-odd pseudo-scalar
bosons.
The mass eigenstates of the neutral Higgs bosons are determined by the diagonalization of the mass matrix, see
e.g. [1], so the scalar Higgs bosons Hi are mixtures of the CP-even weak eigenstates Hd, Hu and the singlet S:
Hi = Si1Hd + Si2Hu + Si3S, (1)
where the index i increases with increasing mass of the Higgs boson Hi and Sij with i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the elements of
the 3x3 Higgs mixing matrix.
As mentioned before, the analysis is restricted to the well-motivated subspace of the SUSY parameters using the
unification of masses and couplings at the GUT scale. In contrast to the constrained MSSM the Higgs mixing
parameter µ is not fixed by radiative electroweak symmetry breaking, but is related to the vev of the Higgs singlet
and is considered to be a free parameter µeff . In total, this semi-constrained NMSSM has nine free parameters:
m0, m1/2, A0, tanβ, λ, κ, Aλ, Aκ, µeff . (2)
The latter six parameters in Eq. 2 enter the Higgs mixing matrix, thus forming the 6D parameter space of the
NMSSM Higgs sector. Here tanβ corresponds to the ratio of the vacuum expectation values (vev’s) of the Higgs
doublets, i.e. tanβ = vu/vd. The coupling λ represents the coupling between the Higgs singlet and doublets, while κ
corresponds to the self-coupling of the singlet. Aλ and Aκ are the corresponding trilinear soft breaking terms. µeff
is related to the vev of the singlet s via the coupling λ, i.e. µeff = λ · s. Therefore, µeff is naturally of the order of
the electroweak scale, thus avoiding the µ-problem, see e.g. Ref. [2].
In addition, we have the GUT scale parameters of the constrained minimal supersymmetric standard model
(CMSSM) m0, m1/2 and A0, where m0 and m1/2 are the common mass scales of the spin 0 and 1/2 SUSY par-
ticles at the GUT scale. A0 is the trilinear coupling of the CMSSM at the GUT scale. The trilinear coupling A0 is
highly correlated with Aλ and Aκ in the semi-constrained NMSSM, so fixing this parameter would restrict the range
of Aλ and Aκ severely. Therefore, A0 is allowed to vary, which leads to 7 free parameters in total and thus a 7D
3∼ c2gluon ∼ c2W/Z ∼ c2W/Z ∼ c2u
FIG. 1. Summary for the Higgs production channels at the LHC and the corresponding reduced couplings. From left to right:
the effective reduced gluon coupling cgluon for gluon fusion (ggf), cW/Z for vector boson fusion (VBF) and Higgs Strahlung
(VH) and cu for top fusion (tth).
NMSSM parameter space. From the free parameters in Eq. 2 the complete SUSY spectrum and all Higgs boson
masses can be calculated using the publicly available code NMSSMTools.[35] The values of m0 and m1/2 can be fixed
to values, which are consistent with the current LHC limits [36]. In the following we use m0 = m1/2 =1 TeV. The
impact of higher common SUSY masses will be discussed in Sect. IV.
One of the lightest NMSSM Higgs bosons should be SM-like. The cross section errors have a significant theoretical
error from the dependence on the renormalization - and factorization scales, see e.g. Ref. [37] and references therein,
which can be reduced by using cross section ratios of the NMSSM and SM cross sections, the so-called reduced cross
sections. If multiplied by the branching ratios one obtains the signal strength µij defined as:
µij =
σi ×BRj
(σi ×BRj)SM = c
2
i ·
BRj
(BRj)SM
, (3)
where the reduced coupling ci squared equals the reduced cross section for production mode i, which is multiplied by
the corresponding ratio of branching ratios for the decay j. The reduced couplings ci depend only on the Higgs mixing
matrix elements and tanβ for processes without loops. The reduced couplings including loops can have additional
contributions from SUSY particles in the loops, preferentially from particles with large couplings to the Higgs boson,
like the stop particles. These modify the reduced couplings of Higgs bosons to gluons cgluon and gammas cγ , which
are parametrized as effective couplings within NMSSMTools.
The diagrams for the used reduced couplings have been summarized in Fig. 1, which shows from left to right:
the effective reduced gluon coupling cgluon for gluon fusion (ggf), cW/Z for vector boson fusion (VBF) and Higgs
Strahlung (VH) and cu for top fusion (tth). We consider in our analysis two different fermionic final states (b-quarks
and τ -leptons) and two different bosonic final states (W/Z and γ) for two different production modes (gluon fusion
(ggf) and vector boson fusion (VBF)) leading to a total of 8 reduced cross sections (all calculated in NMSSMTools),
which can be divided into signal strengths without (with) effective couplings µno−loop(µloop):
µno−loop : µV BF/V Hττ , µ
V BF/V H
ZZ/WW , µ
V BF/V H
bb , µ
tth
bb ,
µloop : µ
ggf
ττ , µ
ggf
ZZ/WW , µ
V BF/V H
γγ , µ
ggf
γγ . (4)
The signal strengths µloop include loop diagrams at lowest order, see e.g. the left diagram in Fig. 1, so SUSY
particles in the loop can lead to deviations from the SM prediction. Therefore, it is reasonable to constrain only
the signal strengths without loop contributions µno−loop to its SM-like expectation, i.e. µno−loop=1, while µloop is
allowed to deviate from 1. So we impose the following four constraints: µ
V BF/V H
ττ = 1, µ
V BF/V H
bb = 1, µ
V BF/V H
ZZ/WW = 1
and µtthbb = 1. The signal strengths µloop can be calculated from the fitted NMSSM parameters using the constraint
µno−loop=1. The fit will be discussed in the next section.
III. SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
The NMSSM parameters in Eq. 2 completely determine the masses of the 6 Higgs bosons: 3 scalar Higgs masses
mHi , 2 pseudo-scalar Higgs masses mAi and the charged Higgs boson mass mH± . The masses of A2, H3 and H
±
are approximately equal in the decoupling limit, i.e. the mass region with heavy Higgs masses much larger than the
Z-boson mass.[38, 39] Then only one of the heavy Higgs masses is independent which leads in total to a 4D Higgs mass
4FIG. 2. Sketch of the sampling technique to determine the allowed NMSSM parameter space: Perform a Minuit fit on each
cell of the 3D Higgs mass space (left box) to determine the corresponding 7 free NMSSM parameters (right box). The relation
between the NMSSM parameters and the Higgs masses is encoded in NMSSMTools. The second-lightest Higgs boson is chosen
to be the 125 GeV Higgs, but we repeat the fit in case mH1=125 GeV. Then the mH1 becomes an mH2 axis in the grid on the
left.
space. Furthermore, one of the masses has to be 125 GeV, so only 3 Higgs masses are free in the decoupling limit,
which can be chosen to be: mA1 , mH1 and mH3 . The Higgs masses can be calculated from the NMSSM parameters
in Eq. 2, but vice versa each combination of the 3 masses mA1 , mH1 and mH3 uniquely determines the 7 NMSSM
parameters assuming the decoupling limit. The parameters can be obtained for each combination of Higgs masses
in the 3D space of Higgs masses from a fit to the masses with the NMSSM parameters as free parameters. Such a
fit one would perform, if all Higgs boson masses would have been measured and we show later that the fit leads to
unique solutions. In the fit we assume either mH1 or mH2 to be 125 GeV, leading to two independent fits for each
Higgs mass combination. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. The fit can be performed for each cell of the 3D
Higgs mass space on the left, thus providing for each Higgs mass combination the 7 NMSSM parameters on the right
panel of Fig. 2. For each set of these parameters the Higgs mixing matrix is fully specified and hence the Higgs sector
including masses, couplings, branching ratios and cross sections can be calculated from these 7 parameters.
Note that with the low dimensionality of the 3D grid spanning the Higgs mass space one can perform the fit for
each cell in the 3D Higgs mass space, thus providing a complete coverage of the Higgs sector and the corresponding
NMSSM parameters without having to resort to a random scan.
As statistic for the fit determining the NMSSM parameters from the Higgs masses we choose the χ2 function, which
can be minimized by Minuit.[40] The following contributions are included in the χ2 function:
χ2tot = χ
2
HS + χ
2
H3 + χ
2
A1 + χ
2
H125 + χ
2
µ125 + χ
2
LEP + χ
2
LHC , (5)
which are defined as:
• χ2HS = (mHS −mgrid,HS )2/σ2HS : The term χ2HS requires the NMSSM parameters to be adjusted such that the
mass of the singlet-like light Higgs boson mass mHS agrees with the chosen point in the 3D mass space mgrid,HS .
The value of σHS is set to 1h of mgrid,HS . A small error on the chosen Higgs mass avoids a smearing in the
3D Higgs mass space and a corresponding smearing by the projection onto the 7D parameter space.
• χ2H3 = (mH3 −mgrid,H3)2/σ2H3 : as χ2HS , but for the heavy scalar Higgs boson H3.
• χ2A1 = (mA1 −mgrid,A1)2/σ2A1 : as χ2HS , but for the light pseudo-scalar Higgs boson A1.
• χ2H125 = (mH125 − mobs)2/σ2125: This term is analogous to the term for mHS , except that the Higgs mass
mH125 is required to agree with the observed Higgs boson mass, so mobs is set to 125.2 GeV. The corresponding
uncertainty σ125 was set to 1h of mobs. Note that the much larger error on the mass of the observed 125 GeV
boson is not taken into account, since we want to determine the NMSSM parameters for a precise scan of the
Higgs mass parameter space. Once the NMSSM parameters have been determined one can look for the region,
where the predicted Higgs mass is within the experimental errors of the observed Higgs mass.
• χ2µ125 =
∑
i(µ
i
H125
− µtheo)2/σ2µ: This term requires the Higgs boson H125 to have SM-like couplings for the
four signal strengths, labeled as µno−loop in Eq. 4, so µtheo = 1 and σµ was chosen to be 0.005. The remaining
4 reduced cross sections µloop, which include either gluons and/or gammas, can be calculated from the fitted
NMSSM parameters and can deviate from one because of the SUSY contributions, which depend on the choice
of m0,m1/2.
5• χ2LEP includes the LEP constraints on the couplings of a light Higgs boson below 115 GeV and the limit on the
chargino mass. These constraints include upper limits on the decay of light Higgs bosons into b-quark pairs,
which are particular important for the singlet Higgs, if it is the lightest one. The LEP constraints are in principle
implemented in NMSSMTools, but small corrections were applied, as discussed in Ref. [41].
• χ2LHC includes constraints from the LHC, as implemented in NMSSMTools, concerning light scalar and pseudo-
scalar Higgs bosons. [42–44]
We assume that the constraints on SUSY mass limits from LEP and LHC as well as the Higgs masses are uncorrelated.
Note that we either assume the lightest Higgs H1 to be the singlet-like Higgs boson HS and the second lightest Higgs
boson H2 to be the 125 GeV SM Higgs boson HSM or vice versa. In the first case, the singlet-like Higgs boson has a
mass below 125 GeV while for the second case the mass is above 125 GeV. There are also solutions where mH1 = 125
GeV, mH2 > 125 GeV and mH3 is singlet-like, but we focus on the scenarios where the heavy Higgs bosons are
MSSM-like, which leads naturally to mA2 ≈ mH3 and is a reasonable assumption. We restrict the range of the Higgs
masses in the 3D mass space as follows:
5 GeV < mHS < 500 GeV,
125 GeV < mH3 < 2 TeV, (6)
5 GeV < mA1 < 500 GeV.
Although heavier Higgs boson are not forbidden, they are not relevant for LHC physics, so we did not investigate
them here.
IV. EXEMPLARY RESULTS
The fit for all Higgs mass combinations in the left box of Fig. 2 leads to the allowed region of the NMSSM parameters
in the right box. The left side of Fig. 3 shows the χ2 distribution as function of tanβ for m0 = m1/2 = 0.7/1.0/1.3 TeV
from top to bottom, respectively for a given cell in the left panel of Fig. 2 (in this case mH1 = 90 GeV, mH3 = 1000
GeV, mA1 = 200 GeV). The main contribution to the χ
2 is coming from the signal strengths, which are close to the
SM expectation of 1 for a large range of tanβ for processes without loops, as shown on the middle panels of Fig. 3.
However, the signal strengths including loop contributions deviate from 1 because of the SUSY contributions. The
deviations are strongest for light stop masses (top row): the gluon fusion reduced signal strenths decrease by ∼ 7% if
the stop mass decreases from 800 to 400 GeV for tanβ increasing from 3-6. The signal strength including the decay
into gammas increases at the same time by ∼ 2%. The stop masses as function of tanβ) are shown on the panels on
the right for the different choices of m0,m1/2 =. Larger SUSY masses decrease the contribution from the stop loops,
thus reducing the signal strength dependence on tanβ, as can be seen from the panels in the middle of Fig. 3.
The shift in the minimum of the χ2 function to higher tanβ in the middle and bottom row is caused by the increase
in the stop mass, since the reduced stop corrections to the 125 GeV Higgs boson mass can be compensated largely by
an increase in tanβ, although other parameters change somewhat as well for the minimum χ2 value.
Not only a shift but also a broader χ2 distribution is shown for m0,m1/2 varying from 0.7 to 1.3 TeV. This originates
mainly from the 125 GeV mass constraint of the observed boson and can be understood as follows: For the lowest
stop mass (m0,m1/2=0.7 TeV) one has the smallest loop corrections to the 125 GeV Higgs mass and one needs a large
mass correction from NMSSM mixing between the singlet and other Higgs bosons, which requires a precise tuning of
the NMSSM parameters to reach the value of 125 GeV. For heavier stop mass the loop corrections to the 125 GeV
Higgs boson are larger and the contribution from mixing with the singlet can be smaller, which leads to more freedom
in the NMSSM parameters and thus a broader χ2 distribution. We have checked this by imposing a smaller value
below 125 GeV for the observed Higgs boson mass, in which case the freedom in the NMSSM parameters is larger for
a given stop mass, thus leading to a broader χ2 distribution. This is demonstrated in Appendix A, where we used
hypothetical values of 123, 124 and 125 GeV for the observed Higgs boson.
The NMSSM parameters are correlated, but they are not degenerate, as can be observed from the correlations
between the parameters in the Minuit output. The maximum correlation occurs between the parameters µeff and κ,
but the correlation is still below 0.76 and other correlations are smaller, as shown for a given mass combination in
Appendix B. After fitting all cells in the 3D Higgs mass space (left side of Fig. 2) one obtains the allowed regions of
the parameters, which are shown for a few parameters in the two dimensional plots in Fig. 4. The parameters tanβ
and µeff show a strong negative correlation, while the trilinear couplings show a strong positive correlation for the
GUT scale input parameters. The values of the trilinear couplings at the SUSY scale are much more restricted than
their values at the GUT scale, because of the fixed point solutions of the RGE for Aλ and Aκ, which means that the
SUSY scales are largely independent of the GUT scale values. However, the SUSY scale values depend on the chosen
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FIG. 3. The left side shows the χ2 distribution as function of tanβ for m0 = m1/2 = 0.7/1.0/1.3 TeV from top to bottom,
respectively. The fits are for an exemplary Higgs mass combination of mH1 = 90 GeV, mH3 = 1000 GeV, mA1 = 200 GeV.
The main contributions to the χ2 are coming from the signal strengths, which are shown in the middle panels for m0 = m1/2 =
0.7/1.0/1.3 TeV, respectively. The signal strengths including gammas and/or gluons deviate from the SM prediction, since
the corresponding reduced couplings, and hence the signal strengths, are sensitive to SUSY contributions. These contributions
vary with the mass of the SUSY particles, which vary strongly from top to bottom, as can be seen from the right panels for
m0 = m1/2 = 0.7/1.0/1.3 TeV.
Higgs masses, so the ranges of the SUSY scale values of Aλ and Aκ are still appreciable, as demonstrated in Appendix
C.
The allowed range of λ− κ depends on the choice of m0 = m1/2 = 1, as demonstrated in FIg. 5. One can identify
two preferred regions, which can be understood if one considers the approximate expression [2] for a 125 GeV Higgs:
M2H ≈M2Z cos2 2β + ∆t˜ + λ2v2 sin2 2β −
λ2
κ2
(λ− κ sin 2β)2. (7)
The first tree level term can become at most M2Z for large tanβ. The difference between MZ and 125 GeV has to
originate mainly from the logarithmic stop mass corrections ∆t˜. The two remaining terms originate from the mixing
between the 125 GeV Higgs boson and the singlet of the NMSSM, which becomes large for large values of the couplings
λ and κ and small tanβ. Note that these two terms contribute at tree level, so there is no logarithmic dependence,
as is the case for the stop loop contribution. The allowed region with large values of the couplings λ and κ is called
Region I in the following. However, there exists a second solution to Eq. 7 with small values of λ, κ and larger values
of tanβ, which can be obtained by a trade-off between the first two terms and the last two terms, which we call Region
II. Region II with its small couplings λ and κ is in some sense closer to the MSSM, although the singlet-like Higgs
and its corresponding singlino-like LSP yield additional physics, like the possibility of double Higgs production and
an LSP hardly coupling to matter. If the values of m0 and m1/2 are enhanced the SUSY contribution to the tree level
Higgs mass becomes larger, so the contribution from the mixing with the singlet can be smaller. Then there is more
freedom for the values of the NMSSM parameters and the regions I and II start to merge, as can be observed from
the right panel in Fig. 5. For larger values of m0,m1/2 the deviations of the signal values from the SM expectation
start to decrease as well, as shown in Appendix D.
Intermediate values for λ and κ in Fig. 5 are disfavored by the fit because of higher χ2 values, mainly from the
7FIG. 4. Allowed ranges for a few NMSSM parameters in the planes tanβ − µeff (left) and Aκ −Aλ (right).
FIG. 5. Allowed range for λ− κ for m0 = m1/2 = 1, 1.5 and 2 TeV, respectively (left to right).
signal strengths. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix E.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper a new technique to sample the NMSSM parameter space is introduced, which allows an efficient
sampling with complete coverage. This is obtained by sampling the 3D Higgs mass space instead of the large 7D
NMSSM parameter space. The reduction in the dimensionality is possible by assuming that the heavy Higgs masses
mH3 , mA2 and mH± are approximately equal, which is true in the decoupling limit. Furthermore, one of the lighter
Higgs bosons has to correspond to the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson. So instead of the 6 Higgs boson masses one has
only 3 independent Higgs masses. This 3D mass space can be subdivided in cells in the mH3 , mH1 , mA1 mass space,
as shown in Fig. 2 on the left hand side. For each cell the corresponding NMSSM parameters can be determined by a
Minuit fit to the Higgs masses with the NMSSM parameters as free parameters, a procedure which one would follow
if all Higgs masses would have been measured. Here we assumed that the second lightest boson corresponds to the
observed boson, i.e. mH2 = 125 GeV. In case mH1 = 125 GeV the 3D mass space would be spanned by mH3 , mH2
and mA1 , an option which was investigated as well. The reduced 3D dimensionality of the Higgs mass space allows to
perform the fit for each cell, so one does not need a random random sampling of the parameter space. As discussed
in the introduction, a random scan of highly correlated parameters (see Fig. 4 for part of the correlations) will need
a correlation matrix to efficiently scan the parameter space and guarantee complete coverage. For example, one can
observe from Fig. 4 immediately, that if µeff is scanned up to 1 TeV and tanβ up to 60 that many points for random
values of µeff and tanβ are disfavored by higher χ
2 values. In the λ, κ plane only two regions are preferred: Region
I(II) at large(small) values of λ, κ, as shown in Fig. 5. Why the χ2 values increase in the intermediate regions has
been discussed in Appendix E. The size of the regions depends on the values of the SUSY parameters, as is obvious
from a comparison of the panels in Fig. 5. This can be understood as follows: the 125 GeV Higgs mass has at tree
level contributions from the mixing with the singlet Higgs boson (largely determined by the Higgs couplings κ, λ) and
the stop loops (largely determined by the stop mass). For light stops the corrections from stop loops are small and
the values of λ, κ have to be precisely tuned to reach the 125 GeV mass. For larger values of the stop masses one has
8more freedom in these NMSSM parameters and the allowed regions grow and start to overlap.
In summary, the novel scanning technique allows to study the NMSSM parameter space in a non-random way,
which guarantees complete coverage and reveals many interesting features, like the high correlations of the NMSSM
parameters and possible deviations of the signal strengths from the SM expectation for processes with SUSY particles
contributing in the loops.
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FIG. 6. χ2 distribution for mH1 = 90 GeV,mH3 = 1000 GeV,mA1 = 200 GeV and m0 = m1/2 = 0.7 TeV. If hypothetically
smaller values of the Higgs mass are considered, the χ2 distribution shifts and gets broader because the NMSSM parameters
need not to be so finely tuned anymore to reach the 125 GeV.
Appendix A: Impact of the common SUSY masses
The broad χ2 distribution shown in Fig. 3 results from the SM Higgs mass constraint of 125 GeV. A smaller Higgs
mass requires smaller radiative stop corrections leading to more freedom in the choice of the NMSSM parameters
and hence to a broader χ2 distribution for the same common SUSY masses m0,m1/2. The same effect is observed if
smaller values of the SM Higgs mass are considered for small common SUSY masses. In this case a larger region of
the NMSSM parameter space is compatible with the Higgs boson mass leading to a broader χ2 distribution. This is
shown in Fig. 6 for 123-125 GeV. The Higgs mass combination was chosen to be: mH1 = 90 GeV, mH3 = 1000 GeV,
mA1 = 200 GeV, while m0 = m1/2 = 0.7 TeV.
Appendix B: Correlation matrix example
Example of a Minuit output of the correlation coefficients for the global minimum for the Higgs mass combination
mH1 = 90 GeV, mH3 = 1000 GeV, mA1 = 200 GeV and m0 = m1/2 = 1 TeV. The highest correlation of 0.755 is
observed for the parameters κ and µeff , but this is still far from degeneracy, so the fit finds well defined minima for
all parameters, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. Note that these are the correlations between the parameter values of a
single fit leading to single values of the parameters. If summed over all fits the fitted parameters vary in a correlated
way, as shown exemplary in Fig. 4.

tanβ A0 Aκ Aλ λ κ µeff
tanβ 1.000 −0.350 0.197 −0.182 −0.396 0.528 −0.685
A0 −0.350 1.000 −0.157 0.680 −0.312 −0.186 0.135
Aκ 0.197 −0.157 1.000 0.345 0.218 0.306 −0.225
Aλ −0.182 0.680 0.345 1.000 −0.218 −0.374 0.273
λ −0.396 −0.312 0.218 −0.218 1.000 −0.406 0.385
κ 0.528 −0.186 0.306 −0.374 −0.406 1.000 −0.755
µeff −0.685 0.135 −0.225 0.273 0.385 −0.755 1.000

Appendix C: Running of the trilinear couplings
The GUT scale values of the trilinear couplings Aλ and Aκ have a large allowed range, as shown in Fig. 4 in the
text. However, the values at the SUSY scale have only small variations, corresponding to the so-called fixed-point
solutions from the RGEs, as shown for two mass combinations on the two left panels of Fig. 7. From a comparison of
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FIG. 7. The left two panels show the running of the trilinear couplings Aλ (blue region) and Aκ (green region) from the GUT
to the SUSY scale for two different Higgs mass combinatons. One observes a fixed-point solution, i.e. the low energy values are
largely independent of the choice of the GUT scale value. By a comparison of the fixed-point solutions in the left and middle
panel one observes that the fixed-point solutions are different, i.e. they depend on the chosen mass combination. If summed
over all mass combinations the spread in the SUSY scale values (the fixed-point solutions) is still not so small, as shown in the
panel on the right.
TABLE I. Differences of the fitting procedures for the standard fit in Sect. III (left column) and the fit parameters for the
λ− κ scan (right column).
Procedure standard λ− κ scan
Input A1, H1/2, H3 λ, κ
Constraints H1/2 =125 GeV, µno−loop =1 H1/2 =125 GeV, µno−loop =1
Output tanβ,A0, Aκ, Aλ, µeff , λ, κ tanβ,A0, Aκ, Aλ, µeff
χ2 contribution χ2HS
, χ2H3 , χ
2
A1
, χ2HSM
, χ2µSM , χ
2
LEP , χ
2
LHC χ
2
HSM
, χ2µSM , χ
2
LEP , χ
2
LHC
the two left panels one observes that the fixed-point is different for different Higgs mass combinations, so the SUSY
scale values still show variation, if summed over all mass combinations, as shown on the right panel of Fig. 7.
Appendix D: Signal strengths versus SUSY masses
The results for the signal strengths from the Higgs mass sampling is shown in Fig. 8 by the blue dots for m0,m1/2
increasing from 1 to 2 TeV from left to right. The no-loop(loop) signal strengths are indicated by the green(red)
colors on the axes. The fitted no-loop signal strengths are close to 1, but the signal strengths including loops differ
from 1. One observes deviations of µloop up to 70%, e.g. for µ
ggf
τ for m0 = m1/2 = 1 TeV in the left panel on the
top. The tails of the distributed points represent points in the parameter space with low stop masses, which affect
the loop signal strengths strongest. Larger common SUSY masses m0,m1/2 for the panels in the two right columns
lead to heavier stops (see Fig. 3) and hence smaller SUSY contributions in the loops leading to smaller deviations of
the signal strengths.
Appendix E: Results from the λ− κ scan
As discussed in Sect. IV there are two preferred regions in the λ, κ plane varying in size with the stop mass, as
shown in Fig. 5. One wonders what happens outside the preferred regions. In order to find out the standard fit
procedure was slightly modified by requiring the NMSSM parameters λ and κ to be fixed in the fit. This was repeated
for all κ, λ combinations in the λ-κ plane and check which constraints increase the χ2 of the fit outside the preferred
regions. Fixing the κ, λ values in the fit reduces the number of free parameters to only 5, namely tanβ,A0, Aκ, Aλ
and µeff . The constraints are reduced too since the free Higgs boson masses A1, H1 and H3 are allowed to vary to
minimize the χ2 function for a given combination of λ and κ. The differences with the standard fit procedure, as
discussed in Sect. III, have been summarized in Table I.
The two regions with the smallest χ2 values in the λ-κ plane are the green regions in Fig. 9(a). The remaining
regions - called intermediate regions - have a larger χ2-value for various reasons: for small values of λ and large values
of κ the Higgs mass of the observed Higgs boson is too low, as can be seen from Fig. 9(b), where the color coding
13m0 = m1/2 = 1.0 TeV m0 = m1/2 = 1.5 TeV m0 = m1/2 = 2.0 TeV
µττ
µbb
µW/Z
µγγ
FIG. 8. Allowed range for all eight signal strengths from Eq. 4 for m0 = m1/2 = 1, 1.5, 2 TeV, respectively (from left to right).
The axes labeled in green correspond to signal strengths without loops and are always close to the SM-expectation of 1, while
the axes labeled in red correspond to signal strengths with loops, which can deviate from 1, especially for low stop mass (left
column) implying large SUSY contributions.
corresponds to the Higgs boson mass. The low Higgs mass (around 123 GeV) originates from the fact, that the stop
corrections are too low for the chosen values of m0 = m1/2 = 1 TeV. In addition, the fitted signal strength µno−loop
deviates from 1 as can be seen from Fig. 9(c), where the color coding corresponds to the averaged difference from
the SM value, i.e. ∆µno−loop = 14
∑4
i=1(µ
i − µtheo)2/σ2µ with µi = µV BF/V Hττ , µttHbb , µV BF/V Hbb and µV BF/V HZZ/WW . The
averaged difference of the remaining signal strengths µloop, i.e. ∆µloop =
1
4
∑4
i=1(µ
i − µtheo)2/σ2µ where µi includes
µggfττ , µ
ggf
ZZ/WW , µ
V BF/V H
γγ and µggfγγ is shown in Fig. 9(d). Here, the deviations of the signal strengths µloop of the
order of a few percent correspond to the orange region.
If one increases the m0 = m1/2 values from 1 TeV in Fig. 9 to 1.5 (2) TeV in Figs. 10 ({reff11) one observes
that the χ2 values in panels (a) decrease, mainly because of the increased values of the Higgs mass (panels (b)) and
the decrease in the deviations of the signal strengths from the SM expectations (panels (c) and (d)). Note that the
absolute values of the test statistic χ2 are somewhat arbitrary because of the choice of the errors for the assumed
Higgs mass values of the 3 chosen Higgs masses on the grid in Fig. 2, i.e. mH1 , mA1 and mH3 . But the regions with
minimum χ2 values stay the same, as well as the deviations of the signal strengths from the SM expectations.
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FIG. 9. The total χ2 function in the λ−κ plane, as shown by the color coding in (a). The two green regions with the smallest
χ2 values are called Region I (II) for the region on the right (left). here all constraints are fulfilled. Note that the absolute
χ2 value depends on the choice of the error for the selected Higgs mass combination, but the minimum of the χ2 distribution
is always in the green regions. Different errors only change the color coding. For small values of λ and large values of κ the
constraints are not fulfilled by the Higgs mass, since the Higgs mass is too low in this region, as shown by the color coding in
(b). In addition, the fitted signal strength µno−loop deviates from 1 as can be seen from (c), where the averaged difference from
the SM value is shown. For intermediate values of λ and κ the main contribution to the total χ2 function is coming from the
fermion signal strength. The remaining signal strength µloop, shown by the averaged difference from the SM value (d), deviates
from 1 in almost the whole λ− κ plane, except for Region I.
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FIG. 10. As Fig. 9, but for m0 = m1/2 = 1.5 TeV.
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FIG. 11. As Fig. 9, but for m0 = m1/2 = 2 TeV.
